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Abstract: With the developing of the agricultural information, it is inevitable trend of the
development of agricultural electronic commercial affairs. On the basis of
existing study on the development application model of e-commerce, combined
with the character of the agricultural information, compared with the
developing model from the theory and reality, a new development model
electronic commerce of regional agriculture base on the government is put up,
and such key issues as problems of the security applications, payment mode,
sharing mechanisms, and legal protection are analyzed, etc. The among
coordination mechanism of the region is discussed on, it is significance for
regulating the development of agricultural e-commerce and promoting the
regional economical development.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

At present, the majority of the group focuses on higher education of the
population from the Internet knowledge and use in China’s, although it has
distributed in agricultural industry, but overall, the proportion is very low.
However, the really agricultural users are limited by objective conditions,
the real demand of users have been playing a discount. In recent years, the
developments of the e-commerce in agriculture have gradually become the
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transformation of agricultural marketization, and realize the power of the
agricultural modernization.
A new development model electronic commerce of regional agriculture base
on the government is advanced; it is significance for regulating the
development of agricultural e-commerce and promoting the regional
economical development.

2.

THE PRESENT SITUATION OF THE
DEVELOPMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECOMMERCE

In recent years, the Chinese government attaches great importance to the
development of e-commerce in the country, On issuing the Summaries of
Middle/Long Term Science and Technology Development Plans of China,
and the Development of Information Industry Plans in the Eleventh Fiveyear and Long Plan in 2020 Years in The Ministry of Information Industry,
“the application of e-commerce platform technology " and "the agricultural
informatization technology" have been listed as the key points.
China is a large agricultural nation, agricultural informatization has started.
At present, the national rural e-commerce sites have more than 2000,
agriculture website have more than 10,000, a lot of vegetables and fruits,
sapling, livestock, cultivation of supply and demand information and related
agricultural economy, the investment information are issued by these
agriculture websites, play an important role in enlivening the circulation,
realizing the agricultural efficiency and increasing farmers' income. There
are the influence of Chinese agricultural science and technology information
network, the Chinese agricultural information network, the Chinese seed
group company, the seed information center, gold dragon network
etc[1] .This shows that the Chinese agricultural electronic commerce is
moving into a fast development period.
But, according to statistics, the Internet users of engaging in agriculture in
proportion in less than 1% in the nearly 78 million Internet users, and most
of users are the agricultural management and technical personnel. And they
are highly focused on the economy developed cities like Beijing, Shanghai,
Guangdong, Zhejiang, Jiangsu and other regions, the real Internet farmers
are almost negligible.
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THE FACTOR ANALYSIS OF RESTRICT
REGIONAL AGRICULTURAL E-COMMERCE
DEVELOPMENT

To sum up, there are some factors about restricting agricultural
development of e-commerce as following [2-3]:
(1) The agricultural informatization level is low. There are lots of
phenomenon

in

China,

for

example,

the

agricultural

company

informatization level is lower, the information of the network is not popular;
the number of the agricultural e-commerce websites are limited, and online
trading function is not complete; Internal management informatization is
serious insufficient.
(2) Enterprise electronic commerce ideas are lagging. Most of our
agricultural enterprises of the network to be understood, acceptant and
application of ability are not high by itself; the concept of the utilizable
network business are unclear, modern management ideas, method and
technology of consciousness are lack, Electronic commerce constructions
have large investment, long period, the large amount of maintenance.
(3) Consciousness of e-commerce is decreasing. Some enterprises in the
"blind leading" process of implementing e-commerce pursue advanced
hardware equipments and mature technology, and neglect integration and
optimization of the enterprise internal and external information resources,
and hard to obtain high quality, high efficiency and benefit of the business
enterprise.
(4) e-commerce environment is imperfect. At present, China's ecommerce involved banking, information industry, taxation, customs,
finance, law and other related standards, norms are still not perfect,
agricultural market standardization and organization are low, the trust of ecommerce have an effect on farmers friends.
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(5) Agricultural products are particular. Many products have seasonal,

uneasy storage, so it is difficult to process in the late of preservation and
transportation, it is more difficult to make its logistics link relative to the
industrial products, and many people have more difficult for agriculture in
developing electronic commerce scruples.
(6) The availability of network resource is bad. Due to scarce online
resources, high online fair, high rent charge on private data lines, it is not
high in expensive period of e-commerce high operating costs.
(7) Personnel qualities and skills. At present, overall culture quality and
application of information technology skills of our country agricultural
workers are lower; the development of agricultural electronic commerce is
limited.

4.
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Figure 1 The development model e-commerce systematic structure of regional agriculture

(1) Establish (G2G) 2B mode
This model is the innovation mode of the agricultural industry of ecommerce, which is based on G2G and emphasized on G2B. Cohesion in the
two flows forms a new concept of agricultural e-commerce mode. Provincial
agricultural electronic commerce center is external agricultural information
gateway of unity which agricultural management departments are leading,
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including agricultural information of the area around the city state.
Agriculture information resources of agricultural industry uploading of this
area are integrated by the background platform of every city and state
agricultural electronic commerce center, be the public platform of the
regional agricultural information. The information can be shared and unified
integrated between platform, and the agricultural service information which
is comprehensive, detailed and accurate can be provided to the agricultural
e-commerce center, consumers can search information by the unified
platform. These regional platforms of the government have strong
operability, enhance participation of the agricultural business enterprise, the
agricultural business enterprise of agriculture's cognition and trust are
improved.
(2) Establish (B2B) 2C mode
This mode bases on the two operation mode of traditional B2B and C2C
e-commerce, the regional agriculture enterprises are combined the front and
background closely by through the information integration and consumer.
The information of agricultural enterprises can be shared between regional
areas, the system to solve the enterprise internal and external E of
disconnection issues is provided capital and information flow mutual
coordination and two-way communication, information query across the
region becomes more convenient. In this mode, consumer could realized by
the unified platform, namely could query information of omni-directional
comprehensive agricultural and self-help customized service of agricultural
projects.
(3) Establish regional agriculture information database of e-commerce
invested based on government
In the new mode, the government as the macroeconomic manager of
agriculture e-commerce has the effect of norm and support. The investment
and maintenance costs of agricultural electronic commerce are very large; it
is difficult to construct and maintain by the enterprise alone. The region
unified enterprise information database is established by the government,
many costs of maintenance, personnel training, functional development, etc,
are be reduced when the government build their own information platform.
Internal management information network of agricultural enterprises are
built, information mode transfer to horizontal, agricultural research,
forecasting, planning and management of digital, procedure and
standardization are realized by inside information management platform.
The advantage of regional resource sharing makes database information,
accuracy and timeliness strong, the platform has the strict standard model of
information, information quality, strict management mechanism and
standardization of the management for funds and service platform, there are
positive function for after-sales service and guarantee.
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(4) Establish many technical integrated application modes
(a) ASP mode: ASP by hiring equipment, software system and
communications lines from server vendors, network communication
equipment suppliers, operating system developer, database system
developers, network security system developers, network management
system developers and lines of communication, to construct the application
system operation platform[4-5].
(b) Safe management mode: It strengthens the safety of network through
the establishment of personnel management, system maintenance and data
backup, emergency measures and virus prevention system, etc.
(c) Resource sharing mode: Unstructured information the information may
lead to split information, disagree information. Based on the new generation
of information cooperation, establish regional platform realizing information
resources sharing, and improve the system of regional platform of internal
and external information sharing.
(d) Mobile information mode: Developing of 3G and credit card, maturing
of internet technology, and state policies, making the use of mobile business
trend more widely. Using standardized data as sharing platform, basing on
modern information, using modern information technology makes
agriculture E-commerce, as the most convenient way to use by public [6-7].
(5) Establish comprehensive service function mode
In the building of new mode, information resources regional sharing is
realized, the most personal service to consumers is provided. For instance,
professional consulting could be provided by network guide, and according
to the needs of different users, comprehensive information and combination
are dynamically provided, easy operation interface allows users to design
agricultural needs database by them, the information required standard is
provided, According to these standards the information for users can be the
most qualified provided by the database [8-10]. Various forms of services form
as internet, telephone, mobile digital terminals, etc. make users enjoy
comprehensive services. These overall images of agriculture can be
promoted vividly by the openly agricultural information distribution system.

5.

STUDY OF THE REGIONAL AGRICULTURAL
ELECTRONIC COMMERCE DEVELOPMENT
MODE

Through a new development model electronic commerce of regional
agriculture base on the government as above, and analyzed such key issues
as problems of the security applications, payment mode, sharing mechanisms,
and legal protection[11-13], etc. The discussion on the among coordination
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mechanism of the region, it is significance for regulating the development of
agricultural e-commerce and promoting the regional economical
development.
(1) Security mechanism
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Figure 2 Security Application mechanism

Agricultural e-commerce security mechanism, such as authentication
system, safety standard, encryption algorithm and encryption intensity, they
are mainly applied in trading, the share of information, network, etc, G2C
G2B G2G in, and B2C and B2B, C2C mode application security
mechanisms have been very good.
(2) Payment mechanism
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Figure 3 Payment mechanism

In numerous agreements and method, the credit card is the most
convenient and fast, it provides accurate data encryption, electronic signature
and identity authentication, it has been mainly agricultural electronic
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commerce in developed countries. But in China, agricultural electronic
commerce is mainly to provide the third’s platform for the trade, such as the
trades between regional and regional, between customers and consumers,
between enterprise and enterprise, between consumers and business, can be
accomplished by using the third’s platform.
(3) Shared mechanism
government

government

company

consumer
Information
base
consumer

company
Figure 4 Shared mechanism

The sharing mechanisms of establishment need of enterprise and
consumer, which can analyze, investigate, forecast and plan. The data
obtained are datamation, programmed and standardization, then this
information are stored to database, some enterprises or governments can
share them, but some between the enterprise and government which are
limited can not share with resources.
(4) Legal assurance mechanism
Legal guarantee mechanism suitable G2C, G2G, G2B, C2C, B2C and
B2B model, at the framework of the legal system, we should pay attention to
coordination between the construction of legal system and special form. In
the value orientation of the legal system, the related legal should be paid to
consumers, especially the individual consumer’s protection. In the specific
contents of the legal system, they need to set up necessary access conditions,
the rights between the bank and the customer, Signature and certification,
Trading evidence, the responsibility when accidents caused loss, the problem
between International law appliance and the jurisdictional.

6.

CONCLUSION

A new development model electronic commerce of regional agriculture
base on the government of ˄G2G˅2B is constructed; the environment of ecommerce is regulated. At the same time, the ˄B2B˅2C resource sharing
public support platform of the participation and cooperation is built, the
guide and resource integration of enterprise website, e-commerce site
agriculture business is strengthened, the overall level of the agricultural
informatization is improved. In this, the regional government of agricultural
information database is built, and some related mechanisms of managements
or other aspects are also built, standardize trade standards. The integrated
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applications mode of various techniques are established, it provides the
Omni-directional support for the development of agriculture. At last, the
integrated service mode is established, humanization, intelligent,
personalized service is provided, self-help customized service become the
possibility.
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